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                ere           on… 

Jordan!              healing 
                      feeling 
                  night ’s reading: 

      Howe!             Bernstein 
                   interesteen 
                       in         A N G U A G E 

             “other Davis” 
                                           Beavis. 

                   at the Marlborough 
          River                 at lunch 

                                  “bad” 
                                   that 
                                   past 

tense                   “tease.” 

     he painted G. 

                              six 
                             ought in 
                       patter-pit, patter-pit 

                  thinking 
                      arduous 
                                balance. 

But this is news. 
Not                    pews. 
   io           of achoos. 

                                         letter. 
                                        cruel fetters 
                      a totally        rent               matter. 
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Winter Variant 

with Jordan Davis  

     the racists  
                   strasse  
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           theory  

  zoo  
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